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Abstract: Digital Image Correlation (DIC) is a powerful tool used to evaluate displacements and
deformations in a non-intrusive manner. By comparing two images, one from the undeformed
reference states of the sample and the other from the deformed target state, the relative displacement
between the two states is determined. DIC is well-known and often used for post-processing analysis
of in-plane displacements and deformation of the specimen. Increasing the analysis speed to enable
real-time DIC analysis will be beneficial and expand the scope of this method. Here we tested
several combinations of the most common DIC methods in combination with different parallelization
approaches in MATLAB and evaluated their performance to determine whether the real-time analysis
is possible with these methods. The effects of computing with different hardware settings were also
analyzed and discussed. We found that implementation problems can reduce the efficiency of a
theoretically superior algorithm, such that it becomes practically slower than a sub-optimal algorithm.
The Newton–Raphson algorithm in combination with a modified particle swarm algorithm in parallel
image computation was found to be most effective. This is contrary to theory, suggesting that the
inverse-compositional Gauss–Newton algorithm is superior. As expected, the brute force search
algorithm is the least efficient method. We also found that the correct choice of parallelization tasks
is critical in attaining improvements in computing speed. A poorly chosen parallelization approach
with high parallel overhead leads to inferior performance. Finally, irrespective of the computing
mode, the correct choice of combinations of integer-pixel and sub-pixel search algorithms is critical
for efficient analysis. The real-time analysis using DIC will be difficult on computers with standard
computing capabilities, even if parallelization is implemented, so the suggested solution would be to
use graphics processing unit (GPU) acceleration.
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1. Introduction
In a wide range of engineering applications, the measurement of displacements and
deformations plays an important role [1]. Due to limitations of invasive methods for
strain estimations, there exists a strong motivation for the development of contactless
measurement techniques. Optical-based strain measurement systems are of particular
importance in the measurement systems area as they offer a potential, non-invasive, high
throughput strain measurement system [2–4]. Therefore, over the past decade, several
different systems for measuring optical displacement have been developed [5,6]. Digital
Image Correlation (DIC) gained a lot of popularity, not only because of its simplicity and
accuracy [2] but also because of its reliability and wide range of applications [7]. Since this
method was first published by Peters and Ranson [8] in the early 1980s, the DIC method
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has been continuously improved by different researchers [6,9,10], while the basic principle
remained the same. Firstly, accurately time-resolved images of a specimen undergoing
deformation are acquired. The subsequent analysis is conducted between image pairs
separated over time where one of the images is considered as the reference state while the
other represents the deformed state of the specimen. Finally, pairs of images are compared
by dividing the reference image into sub-images and searching for the same sub-image in
the image of the deformed state [11]. The local displacement is determined by estimating
the inter-image positions of the sub-image pairs.
The method of dividing the image into sub-images, searching between images and
processing procedures has undergone many changes and improvements over the years in
order to develop accurate methods for use in various fields of technology [12,13]. However,
one of the main disadvantages of DIC is its high computational load and relatively slow
image processing time, which imposes significant limitations on the frame rate of image
acquisition, and post-processing of images.
Here, we tested the most common computational strategies used in DIC and evaluated
their performance under serial and parallel computational implementation in MATLAB.
MATLAB is a computing environment commonly used by engineers, researchers and
economists [14]. The main reason for choosing MATLAB for computing DIC algorithms is
because MATLAB allows user to implement and test user-defined algorithms [15]. It has
a large database of built-in algorithms which user can inherit and use them based on the
problem requirement [16]. Besides the built-in database, external libraries can also be used
by importing them into the MATLAB interface. It is also possible to perform extensive data
analysis and visualization using MATLAB [17].
MATLAB comes with many powerful sets of tools and functions that make it relatively
easy to use higher-level functionality and integrate complex functions into self-developed
programs. The DIC procedure adapted by MATLAB distorts the shape of the initial image
from a rectangular to an arbitrary shape while converging [18]. However, MATLAB is
slower than other programming languages and has limited control over low-level functions
such as memory management [18,19]. However, due to its widespread use, we decided to
focus on MATLAB.
We sought to combine the integer and subpixel displacement DIC methods in such a
way that they are ahead of each other. A modular program was developed to investigate the
advantages and disadvantages of different computational methods and their combinations.
These methods were tested, compared, and improved until the most efficient and optimized
combination of methods was found. Two different approaches to parallelization have been
adopted: On the one hand, sub-image parallelization in which sub-images are processed
in parallel and, on the other hand, image parallelization in which pairs of entire images
are processed in parallel. In addition to quantifying the impact of these approaches to
high-level parallelization, the impact of hardware settings on the overall performance of
DIC computations was also evaluated.
2. Theoretical Background
The main idea of DIC is to determine displacements between two states of an object
of interest by comparing two images of this object in the two different states; a reference
image such as a sample in an undeformed state and a target image such as a sample in
a deformed state. For this purpose two functions, one represents the grey level in the
reference image f (x, y) and the other for the target image g(x*, y*) at the positions [x, y]
and [x*, y*], respectively defined. The reference image is divided into several rectangular
sub-images. Each sub-image has a specific grey level distribution that is compared to a
sub-image of the same size within the target image. This comparison is performed using
correlation coefficients, which provide a measure of similarity [20].
The strategy of DIC methods can be roughly divided into two steps: First, the intfegerpixel displacement search, which determines the displacement of a sub-image as an integer
value. Second, a sub-pixel displacement search algorithm capable of determining sub-pixel
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displacements [21]. However, in order to reduce computational time generally, the integerpixel search is performed to provide initial guesses to initiate the sub-pixel displacement
algorithm [20].
i
h
∑ xM=− M ∑yM=− M f ( x, y) − f × [ g( x ∗ , y∗ ) − g]
C ( p) = r
.
(1)
h
i2 q
2
M
M
M
M
∗
∗
∑ x=− M ∑y=− M f ( x, y) − f
∑ x=− M ∑y=− M [ g( x , y ) − g]
2.1. Integer Pixel Displacement
The integer pixel displacement can be determined by a variety of algorithms. The
progression of the algorithms varies in many ways, such as: (a) Grid method: It calculates
the value of the correlation coefficient from the initial point (x, y), which corresponds to
calculation point of the reference image, to the grid points in the direction from the inside
to outside until a point is obtained, where the value of the correlation coefficient is higher
than the established correlation coefficient threshold. (b) Peak search method: It considers
the reference point at a starting point, finds a point that has the same x (y) coordinate,
which is the starting point, and has the highest correlation coefficient value. Then considers
the newly found point as a starting point and finds another point that has the same y (x)
coordinate and has the greatest value of the correlation coefficient with a recently found
point. This method is repeated for a further time step [21]. But all these methods ultimately
can calculate the correlation coefficient. Currently, a zero-normalized cross-correlation
coefficient, as presented in Equation (1), is commonly used [20].
Here, f (x, y) and g(x*, y*) represent the grey levels at a certain position in reference and
target image, while f and g represent the average grey levels of the sub-images with a size
of (2M + 1) × (2M + 1) pixels, where M represents the number of rows in the image [20].
This correlation coefficient C of a point p = (x, y) T reaches its maximum if the grey level
distributions of both sub-images are equal [22]. This implies that the displacement is
determined by determining the position at which the correlation coefficient is maximal.
With this knowledge, the displacement can be determined using a simple but timeconsuming Brute Force Search (BFS) algorithm to allocate the position with the highest
correlation coefficient. A brute force search algorithm evaluates all possible positions and
determines the position with the highest correlation coefficient [3].
Another smarter approach is particle swarm optimization. In this optimization strategy, particles are initialized randomly at position p = (x1 , x2 ) with velocity v = (v1 , v2 ).
Through iteration with different generations “t” of the particle “i” an optimal solution is
found. The next generation is determined according to:
vid (t + 1) = wvid (t) + c1 r1 [ pbest id − pid (t)] + c2 r2 [ gbest id − pid (t)],

(2)

pid (t + 1) = pid (t) + vid (t + 1),

(3)

where d represents the x and y directions. c1 and c2 are predefined acceleration coefficients
which influence cognitive (e.g., local) optimization behavior and social (e.g., global) optimization behavior, respectively. The parameters r1 and r2 are independent random values
between zero and one.
Each particle has a correlation coefficient and a history with one best position pbest
at which it has perceived its maximal correlation coefficient cbest so far. One particle has
perceived the highest correlation coefficient cbest of the whole swarm at the global best
position gbest . The generation dependent weight factor w is calculated according to:
w(t) = 0.9 −

t
.
2Gmax

With the maximum number of generations Gmax .

(4)
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According to Wu, et al. [3], a maximum of five generations and a correlation coefficient
of 0.75 are enough for efficient DIC calculations. Since these algorithms must be used in
real-time, small deformations between two consecutive images can be assumed. Therefore,
the integer-pixel search algorithm looks for the target sub-image in an area of 25 pixels
around the reference sub-image.
2.2. Sub-Pixel Displacement
Limiting the displacements of the sub-image to an integer value leads to an accuracy
of ±0.5 pixels. To further improve the accuracy, an interpolation approach has been
introduced to determine the displacement of the sub-image between the two states to
sub-pixel values [23]. In this approach, it is assumed that a grey level of a pixel is equal to
the grey level at its center. The most basic approach, bilinear interpolation, to determine
the grey level at an arbitrary position G (x*, y*) is as follows:
G (x*, y*) = a00 + a10 xj + a01 yj + a11 xj yj .

(5)

G (x*, y*) denotes the grey level distribution at an arbitrary sub-pixel position (x*, y*),
while x’ and y’ denote the distance along the x and y-axis from the next integer pixel
position to (x*, y*), and a00 , a01 , a10 and a11 are the coefficients of the bilinear interpolation
function. Utilizing a linear equation system, those coefficients can be determined by the
grey levels of surrounding integer pixel positions. Besides this simple bilinear approach,
other methods such as bicubic interpolation [24,25] or higher-order spline interpolation [26]
have been used as well. Generally, the higher the approaches’ order the higher the accuracy
at the expense of computational effort [2].
Unfortunately, bilinear interpolation just gives grey levels at certain positions within
four pixels. To find the position with the highest correlation also a search algorithm is
required. Besides the well-known Newton–Raphson (NR) algorithm, a more efficient
Inverse-Compositional Gauss–Newton (IC-GN) approach is commonly used [27]. The
IC-GN algorithm uses an affine warp function together with an interpolation approach
to backwardly calculate the position of the reference sub-image. In contrast to the NR
algorithm, in the IC-GN several parameters can be pre-computed and there is no need
to update them at every iteration. A detailed explanation can be found in a publication
by Pan, Li and Tong [28]. Finally, usage of look-up tables for calculation results required
multiple attempts to reduce the computational effort further [28].
2.3. Parallel Computation
Parallel computation is one of the most used methods to reduce computational time.
Therefore, it plays an important role in the development of new programs and the optimization of old ones and significant research concerning this topic is ongoing [29,30]. Despite
its advances and benefits, parallel computation also has its own challenges and is a very
complex area with some restrictions and limitations [30]. Nonetheless, some studies have
been published, concerning parallel computing in DIC, either for CPU computation [23,27],
GPU computation [30] or a combination of both [31].
Parallel computing divides one main task into several subtasks which are performed
simultaneously. Unfortunately, this is only possible if the subtasks can be processed
separately. In DIC, the search for the target sub-images position of different reference
sub-images can be processed in parallel in some approaches since they are completely
independent of each other. Additionally, whole pairs of the reference image and target
image can be processed simultaneously on different workers. Parallel computing can be
used for both integer-pixel displacement and sub-pixel displacement search algorithms.
Due to the vastness and complexity of the parallel computation procedures, this study
was limited to discussing the same in general terms, while evaluation of the various DIC
algorithms and the significance of parallel computing will be done on MATLAB, one of the
most commonly used platforms for evaluating DIC algorithms.
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Parallel computation splits up one task to perform it on several workers simultaneously. To do this, it is necessary to process data and information in such a way that
it is correctly distributed and transmitted to the assigned worker. Because the GPU is
attached to the CPU via a PCI express bus, data transfer is slower than for standard CPU
usage [32,33]. Thus, the computation speed is severely limited by the required amount of
data transfer. According to Xinxing Shao et al. [27] in a study, it is possible to use a pixel
selection strategy to further improve the parallel computing efficiency of the DIC and it
also allows user to run the real-time analysis.
CPU Parallel Computation in MATLAB
In addition, parallel computing on the GPU, MATLAB offers the ability to execute
tasks in parallel on different processors [19]. To enable parallel computing, MATLAB
creates a parallel computing pool from different multicore processors and processes various
independent tasks in parallel [19].
MATLAB provides the user with two different possibilities to execute computing
scripts in CPU parallel computation [34]. On the one hand, the “parfor” loop function,
which works similar to a standard “for” loop but executes its command section in parallel.
On the other hand, the “parfeval” function, which allows asynchronous sub-function call
and processing on a different worker without stopping the main function to wait for any
results of the called sub-function [19].
While CPU parallel processing may seem beneficial, data transfer also has a bottleneck.
For parallel computing on a CPU, this is not as critical as for parallel computing on a GPU,
but it is still an important factor that must be taken into account [19]. MATLAB creates a
copy of the variable for each worker and passes it to the worker. In a situation where each
worker has to process a large amount of data, it takes a significant amount of time to copy
and transfer them. Therefore, it is possible that the benefits of parallel computing diminish
due to the time spent organizing and transferring data.
3. Tests and Comparisons
Here, we developed a standalone DIC program that uses a combination of different
DIC methods including leveraging the benefits of parallel computing to perform DIC analyses as efficiently as possible. The most commonly used and most efficient algorithms were
programmed in MATLAB as shown in Table 1. The modified algorithm from reference [35]
was also tested and evaluated. The testing platform we developed is modular such that it
is possible to choose any combination of mathematical search algorithms. To evaluate the
performance of different parallelization approaches, two different ways of parallelizing the
image evaluation—parallel image processing and parallel sub-image processing—were implemented. All methods and approaches to parallelization were implemented completely
independently, which allowed for optimizing the program structure for each module.
Table 1. List of MATLAB algorithms.
Algorithms

Type

Brute Force Search Algorithm
Particle Swarm Optimization
Modified Particle Swarm Optimization
(integrated Star Search algorithm)
Newton–Raphson method
Inverse-compositional Gauss–Newton method
self-implemented
Inverse-compositional Gauss–Newton method
by Baker and Matthews [35]

Integer-pixel search algorithm
Integer-pixel search algorithm
Integer-pixel search algorithm
Sub-pixel search algorithm
Sub-pixel search algorithm
Sub-pixel search algorithm

Two standard DIC search algorithms, the brute force search algorithm and the Newton–
Raphson method, were implemented as reference methods. Additionally, one of the two
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particle swarm optimization algorithms implemented here was modified so that the gradient descent search algorithm—the star search algorithm was integrated into the particle
swarm optimization algorithm. Furthermore, two versions of the inverse-compositional
Gauss–Newton method were implemented. One variation was completely implemented
by the authors and another one taken from a publication by Baker and Matthews [35],
7 of 23
which was then integrated into the developed software. The two implementations of the
inverse-compositional Gauss–Newton algorithm differ in detail as to the overall program
structure and usage of higher-level MATLAB functions.
reference
images,
resulting
in large
displacements
between
two images.
All were
meth-tested
Finally,
the accuracy
and
efficiency
of combinations
ofthe
different
methods
ods
were
implemented
such
that
they
had
a
guaranteed
accuracy
of
0.1
pixels,
with
on two different sets of test data. The first dataset consisted of 204 images of a rectangular
results usually having an error below 0.05 pixels [37]. The subset size used was 31 × 31
specimen
undergoing deformation due to tensile forces, taken in the RMIT Materials
pixel2 with a sampling size of 15 pixels. The results were 1.06 million data points for daLaboratory. The second set consisted of 11 images showing different states of a deformation
taset 1 and 200,000 data points for dataset 2. All tests were performed with two different
process taken from Blaber, et al. [34]. A sample of three consecutive images of each of
hardware settings, giving directly comparable results as well as providing inforthe two datasets is presented in Figure 1. The histogram of three consecutive images in
mation on the impact of the system being used. The two used computer systems are
dataset
can be2.found in Figures A1–A3 (see Appendix A).
listed in1 Table

Figure 1.
1. Top:
bottom:
Images
of dataset
2 (d–f)
[34]. [34].
Figure
Top: Images
Imagesofofdataset
dataset1 1(a–c);
(a–c);
bottom:
Images
of dataset
2 (d–f)
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There are three approaches to choosing a reference image. The simplest approach
is a single reference image approach, which uses an image at the beginning of a series
with an undeformed test piece before any displacement or force is applied. The motion or
displacement of the interrogation points is then tracked over time by correlating subsequent
images in the series with the original reference image [36].
In some cases, the DIC pattern may change significantly during the test, such that
the DIC pattern of the deformed sample cannot be correlated back to the undeformed
reference image. In this situation, incremental correlation can be used, in which each image
is correlated with a previous image instead of correlating with the initial reference image.
Incremental correlation gives incremental displacement between each image. The total
displacements from the original reference image of the undeformed test piece are calculated
by summing the incremental displacements. However, the disadvantage of increasing
the correlation is that the errors in the overall offsets also add up, thus the errors usually
increase with the number of images in the increasing correlation sequence [36].
As a trade-off between using a single reference image of an undeformed sample and
increasing correlation, a series of images can be divided into sub-series, and the images in
each sub-series are correlated back to the image at the beginning of that sub-series. This
type of approach is called a partitioned correlation [36].
In this study, to evaluate the performance of the different approaches in choosing
the reference image, the reference image was updated after every evaluation to maximize
workload and with the assumption that sequential images in real-time applications only
have small displacements. Hence, each evaluated pair of images consists of two consecutive
images. Consequently, there were no large displacements between two images. However,
the accuracy of the various methods was verified for constant reference images, resulting
in large displacements between the two images. All methods were implemented such that
they had a guaranteed accuracy of 0.1 pixels, with results usually having an error below
0.05 pixels [37]. The subset size used was 31 × 31 pixel2 with a sampling size of 15 pixels.
The results were 1.06 million data points for dataset 1 and 200,000 data points for dataset 2.
All tests were performed with two different hardware settings, giving directly comparable
results as well as providing information on the impact of the system being used. The two
used computer systems are listed in Table 2.
Table 2. Hardware overview test computers.
Parameter

Computer 1

Computer 2

Operating System
RAM

Windows Server 2012 R2 64-bit
4 GB DDR2
Intel Xeon Dual Core CPU E5
2726v3 2.4 GHz
N/A
Intel I219-LM

Windows 7 enterprise
16 GB
Intel Core i7-6700 Quad-Core 3.4
GHz
Samsung PM871a
N/A

1

4.16

CPU
Hard drive
Ethernet Connection
Data Transfer
Rate [GBit/s]

Computer 1 used two workers per core, while Computer 2 used one worker per core.
Nonetheless, both were working with four workers. To minimize the influence of any
external factors, like high network utilization, all tests were carried out several times at
different days and different times. All results presented are the average of several test
runs. Test runs with long calculation times were performed 25 times, since the influence of
external short-term factors was reduced by the longest simulation time. Medium to very
short simulations were repeated 100, 250 or 1000 times to decrease the influence of short
duration factors according to the overall simulation period.
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Figure 3. The displacement between the first and the twenty-second image of dataset 1 in the horizontal (X) direction. The
lower part represents the displacement calculated with NCORR developed by Blaber et al. [34].

Figure
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the left
left side
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is the
thedisplacement
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the YYdirection,
direction, between
between image
image 11 and
and image
image 44
Figure 4.
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of dataset 2, obtained
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theauthors.
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sameimage
image
pair
is shown
obtained
by the
program
by Blaber
al.
displacement
pair
is shown
butbut
obtained
by the
program
by Blaber
et al. et
[34].
[34].

4.2. Evaluating Integer Pixel Routines
As seen in Table 3 below, the processing time between the two different datasets is
different for the two hardware settings. A representation of Table 3 in the form of a diagram
can be found in Figure A4 (see Appendix A). The relative time difference between the two
different datasets in serial computation, for analyses conducted on PC 1, is significantly
higher if the brute force search algorithm is used. For example, the analysis of dataset 1 is
around 30 times longer than the analysis of dataset 2 if the particle swarm optimization
and the Newton–Raphson Method are used. If the brute force search algorithm is used,
instead of the particle swarm optimization, the ratio of the processing time of dataset 1 to
dataset 2 increases to 50. However, the ratio between the time required to analyze dataset 1
to the time required to analyze dataset 2 remains constant on PC 2, regardless of the chosen
integer pixel search algorithm. The reason for using two completely different sized datasets
is to have data read/overhead time considered for various cases. The time required to
load one image is independent of the number of data points [38]. For example, images of
dataset 1 have 5300 data points per image; images of dataset 2 have 1000 data points per
image. Bringing this information together shows that t_new for dataset 1 is less than half
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of t_new of dataset 2 for PC 2, while t_new for dataset one is less than a quarter of data 2
for PC 1.
Table 3. Overview of the analyses time for serial calculation.
Integer-Pixel
Search

Sub-Pixel
Search Algorithm

Brute Force
PSO (Particle Swarm Optimization)
Mod. PSO
Brute Force
PSO
Mod. PSO
Brute Force
PSO
Mod. PSO

Newton–Raphson
Newton–Raphson
Newton–Raphson
IC-GN
IC-GN
IC-GN
IC-GN by Baker [35]
IC-GN by Baker [35]
IC-GN by Baker [35]

Time PC 1 [s]

Time PC 2 [s]

Set 1

Set 2

Set 1

Set 2

3345.5
582.4
556.9
3351.3
677.0
706.3
3197.2
534.8
524.2

65.23
19.10
17.94
89.44
29.72
30.29
78.86
20.80
21.39

2084.4
346.6
327.2
2198.5
452.5
464.7
2090.3
309.2
305.7

45.38
7.64
7.34
58.04
13.60
12.39
52.65
7.26
7.15

Typically, all computations processed in serial and conducted on the computer with
the better hardware setting (PC 2) were 30%–70% faster than the same analysis conducted
on the computer with inferior hardware properties (PC 1). The time difference between PC
1 and PC 2 for the brute force search-based analyses is lower than for the other analyses.
For the integer pixel search algorithms in serial computation (Table 3), all combinations
relying on the brute force search algorithm are much slower than the other computations.
Moreover, both particle swarm optimization, as well as the modified particle swarm optimization, performed nominally equally on both computers. If the modified particle swarm
optimization is used in combination with the Newton–Raphson method, the whole computation is around 5% faster than the standard particle swarm optimization in combination
with the Newton–Raphson method. However, a combination of modified particle swarm
optimization with the IC-GN algorithm by Baker et al. [35] is only 2% faster than the
standard particle swarm optimization combined with the same IC-GN algorithm. The
combination of the IC-GN algorithm implemented by the author and the modified particle
swarm optimization algorithm is even slower than a combination with the standard particle
swarm optimization.
4.3. Evaluating Sub-Pixel Routines
Comparing the sub-pixel search algorithms in serial computation (see Table 3), nearly
all computations which use the Newton–Raphson method are the fastest if compared to
analyses using the same integer-pixel search algorithm. The only exceptions are the combination of the two Particle Swarm Optimizations (PSOs) and IC-GN by Baker et al. [35] for
PC 2 and dataset 2, where both combinations with the IC-GN algorithm by Baker et al. [35]
are slightly faster than the Newton–Raphson algorithm. Furthermore, the IC-GN algorithm
published by Baker et al. [35] is always faster than the IC-GN algorithm implemented by
the author. The performance difference for the IC-GN algorithm by Baker et al. [35] to
the algorithm implemented by the authors is small if the brute force search algorithm is
used as an integer-pixel search. If the standard particle swarm optimization is used, this
difference increases and is maximal if the modified PSO is used. Even though PSO is easy
to operate and has a high convergence rate, it does a poor job of balancing exploration and
the accuracy of the algorithm is low. To improve the performance of the PSO algorithm,
the Particle Swarm Optimization Research Toolbox in MATLAB was used, and several
parameters related to various crossover operations, to obtain promising particle guiding
patterns and search capabilities, are dynamically adjusted [39]. This modification was done
to obtain better accuracy and faster convergence.
The time required for each image varies significantly depending on methods, hardware
settings and even based on image sets. The longest time needed to analyze one pair of
images in serial computation was with the brute force search algorithm combined with
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the IC-GN method by the author, conducted on PC 1 with images of dataset 1, where it
took in average of 16.5 s per image pair. This corresponds to a processing frame rate of
0.06 Hz. On the other hand, the shortest time required to analyze one pair of images in
serial computation was with the modified particle swarm optimization and the IC-GN by
Baker et al. [35], conducted on PC 2 with dataset 2. In this analysis, 0.71 s were required on
average to analyze one image pair which equals a frame rate of 1.4 Hz.
As seen in Table 4, the time differences between the two different datasets are different
for the two hardware settings. A visualization of Table 4 can be found in Figure A5 (see
Appendix A). All computations conducted on the computer with the better hardware
setting (PC 2) are 30%–200% faster than the same analysis conducted on the computer with
inferior hardware setting (PC 1), if processed in sub-image parallel computation. The time
difference between PC 1 and PC 2 tends to be smaller for the brute force-based analyses
than for the other analyses. Additionally, the influence of hardware settings is stronger for
dataset 2 than for dataset 1. Furthermore, the time it takes to analyze two different datasets
is more different on PC 2. The difference is small if the brute force search algorithm is used;
however, the difference is larger if the particle swarm optimization or the modified particle
swarm optimization are used.
Table 4. Overview of the analyses time for parallel sub-image calculation.
Integer-Pixel
Search

Sub-Pixel
Search Algorithm

Brute Force
PSO
Mod. PSO
Brute Force
PSO
Mod. PSO
Brute Force
PSO
Mod. PSO

Newton–Raphson
Newton–Raphson
Newton–Raphson
IC-GN
IC-GN
IC-GN
IC-GN by Baker [35]
IC-GN by Baker [35]
IC-GN by Baker [35]

Time PC 1 [s]

Time PC 2 [s]

Set 1

Set 2

Set 1

Set 2

2682.5
863.5
861.5
2938.0
914.6
964.6
2348.4
552.2
902.7

58.66
20.00
19.41
61.56
24.18
24.15
55.13
17.98
20.19

1905.4
677.6
618.9
1942.1
678.8
685.7
1776.4
424.2
418.9

36.722
8.38
8.17
38.756
11.10
10.99
35.00
7.49
6.60

4.4. Significance of Parallel Computation
Looking at Table 4, all the combinations relying on the brute force search algorithm are
much slower than the other computations. The brute force search-based computations are
between three to five times slower than the other algorithms. Moreover, both the particle
swarm optimization as well as the modified particle swarm optimization perform more
or less the same. In combination with the Newton–Raphson method, the modification is
around 5% faster than the standard particle swarm optimization.
In the case of sub-pixel search algorithms in parallel sub-image computation, in Table 4,
computations using the IC-GN algorithm implemented by the authors are always slower
than any of the other two. The time required per image is different between the methods,
hardware settings and even image sets. The longest time required to analyze one pair of
images in the parallel computation of sub-images was performed using the IC-GN brute
force search algorithm performed by the author, on PC 1 with images of dataset 1, where it
took an average of 14.47 s per image pair. This equals a frame rate of 0.07 Hz. The least
time required to analyze one image pair in parallel sub-image computation was with the
Modified particle swarm optimization and the IC-GN by Baker et al. [35] conducted on
PC 2 with dataset 2. In this analysis, 0.66 s were required on average to analyze one image
pair which equals a frame rate of 1.5 Hz.
As seen in Table 5, the time differences between the two different datasets are different
for the two hardware settings. A visualization of Table 5 is shown in Figure A6 (see
Appendix A). All computations conducted on the computer with the better hardware
setting (PC 2) are 40%–100% faster than the same analyses conducted on the computer
with inferior hardware setting (PC 1), if they are processed in image parallel computation.
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The time difference between PC 1 and PC 2 tends to be smaller for brute force search
algorithm-based analysis than for other analyses if dataset 2 is analyzed; however, there
is not such an influence for dataset 1. Additionally, the influence of the hardware set is
stronger for dataset 2 than for dataset 1. In addition, the impact of dataset hardware is
stronger for dataset 2 than dataset 1. Additionally, the time it takes to analyze two different
datasets is more different on PC 2. The difference is small if the brute force search algorithm
is used but big for the other two search algorithms. For example, the analysis of Set 1 took
43 times longer than the analysis of Set 2, with a combination of PSO and NR algorithm on
PC 1, while the same analysis took 80 times longer for Set 1 than for Set 2 on PC 2.
Table 5. Overview of the analyses times for parallel image calculation.
Integer-Pixel
Search

Sub-Pixel
Search Algorithm

Brute Force
PSO
Mod. PSO
Brute Force
PSO
Mod. PSO
Brute Force
PSO
Mod. PSO

Newton–Raphson
Newton–Raphson
Newton–Raphson
IC-GN
IC-GN
IC-GN
IC-GN by Baker [35]
IC-GN by Baker [35]
IC-GN by Baker [35]

Time PC 1 [s]

Time PC 2 [s]

Set 1

Set 2

Set 1

Set 2

1778.7
152.8
158.9
1823.6
186.9
189.7
1766.4
156.0
148.0

41.20
5.57
5.44
45.66
8.82
8.10
43.32
5.63
5.74

1208.3
105.5
108.0
1239.8
124.4
135.8
1193.6
107.2
106.0

24.94
2.90
2.89
26.13
4.36
4.36
24.73
2.99
2.91

Regarding the integer pixel search algorithms in parallel image computation (see
Table 5), all combinations relying on the brute force search algorithm are much slower than
the other computations. Computing with the brute force search algorithm is three to four
times slower than other algorithms. Moreover, the particle swarm optimization as well as
the modified particle swarm optimization performed in the same order of magnitude. A
combination of the Newton–Raphson method and modified particle swarm optimization
is 5% faster than a combination of the Newton–Raphson method and standard particle
swarm optimization. A combination of the modified particle swarm optimization and
the IC-GN algorithm by the authors performs equally well with the combination of the
standard particle swarm optimization and the same IC-GN algorithm. However, if the ICGN algorithm published by Baker et al. [35] is used instead, the variations in performance
cannot be generalized, which can be seen in Table 5.
For the sub-pixel search algorithms in parallel image computation (see Table 5), it
can be seen that computations which use the Newton–Raphson method are faster than
computations using the IC-GN algorithm implemented by the author, while computations
relying on the IC-GN algorithm published by Baker et al. [35] are faster. Furthermore, the
inverse-compositional Gauss–Newton (IC-GN) algorithm published by Baker et al. [35] is
always faster than the IC-GN algorithm as implemented by the author. The most time
required to analyze one image pair in parallel image computation was with the brute force
search algorithm combined with IC-GN method by the author, conducted on PC 1 with
images of dataset 1, where it took in average of 8.98 s per image pair. On the other hand,
the least time required to analyze one image pair in parallel image computation was with
the modified particle swarm optimization and the Newton–Raphson method, conducted on
PC 2 with dataset 2. In this analysis, 0.29 s were required, on average, to analyze one image
pair, which equals a frame rate of 3.5 Hz. The same frame rate could be achieved with a
combination of the modified particle swarm optimization and the Newton–Raphson method,
as well as with the modified particle swarm optimization and the IC-GN by Baker et al. [35].
Comparing Tables 3–5 shows that the parallel computation of images is more efficient
since it is two to three times faster than serial computation. Furthermore, it is remarkable
that the time difference is smaller for method combinations relying on the brute force
search algorithm. Finally, parallel sub-pixel calculation does not necessarily improve the
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computational speed of a serial computation. Comparing Tables 3 and 4 shows that parallel
sub-image computation is inferior to serial computation in most cases. The parallelization
is only beneficial if the brute force search algorithm is used as an integer pixel search
algorithm. In general, the larger images of dataset 2 benefits in parallel computation more
than the smaller images of dataset 1.
The performance is evaluated for the entire process, not just for the image analysis
itself. This includes the program initiation, loading of the images and displaying of results.
All computational times presented in Tables 3–5 represent the time required from starting
the program to presenting the results of the last pairs of images. This is in contradiction
with most of the literature, which deal only with image pair analysis and do not address
the effects of pre-processing and post-processing at all.
5. Discussion
5.1. Hardware Profile and Influence of Dataset Properties
All analysis executed on PC 2 is faster than the same analyses conducted on PC 1.
The reason for this outcome is due to differences in the processor in use between the two
computers. PC 1 has a 3.4 GHz Quad-Core CPU, while PC 1 just has a 2.4 GHz Dual Core
CPU. Therefore, PC 2 is 1.4 times better in terms of frequency than PC 1. This relationship
is also observed in terms of analysis time. However, other factors, such as cache size and
data bus speed, also have an impact. The data transfer rate between image storage place
and CPU is also a limiting factor. For PC 1 this is most likely the Ethernet connection that
connects the system to the central server. This Ethernet connection has a data transfer rate
of 1 GBit/s. Additionally, several other data must also be transmitted over this Ethernet
connection. Therefore, the whole bandwidth is not available for the program itself. PC 2
has to read the images from its SATA SSD, which has a reading speed of 4.16 GBit/s. It is
assumed that no other data transfers are in progress while DIC is running; therefore, the
entire band rate is available for the program. These two factors affect the time it takes to
read one pair of images and directly result in degraded performance on PC 1. Techniques
such as double buffering are not considered. It is assumed that the program always uses
the most current image of a live video stream as a target image, with the previously used
target image as a new reference image. This is to avoid queuing raw images if the camera
is receiving images faster than the software is processing them.
The improvements between the two different computer settings decrease with increasing data traffic. This is explained by the rising portion of data handling time in the total
computation time with increasing data traffic. It can be assumed that the data transfer rate
between different worker processes is approximately the same for different computers and;
therefore, the time required to transfer a certain amount of data is the same for the higherlevel hardware settings and for the inferior one. The processing times also differ between
the two different datasets. The influence of the brute force search algorithm is stronger
for dataset 1 than for dataset 2 when comparing this integer pixel search algorithm with
others. The brute force search algorithm determines the correlation coefficient distribution
for the whole image. Therefore, the computational time of one sub-image is directly related
to the image size. Both particle swarm optimizations work always with a fixed number of
particles and generations. Therefore, the computational time of those two algorithms is
not directly related to the image size itself. In conclusion, the computation time increases
with increasing image size for brute force search, while it remains constant for the two
variations of the particle swarm optimization. Of course, this is only true if you choose a
constant number of sub-images is chosen.
5.2. Integer Pixel Search
For the integer-pixel search algorithms, the brute force search algorithm is generally
the most inefficient algorithm. This was ruled out because this very simple algorithm determines the correlation coefficient for each possible sub-pixel position, which is much more
computationally expensive than the two particle swarm optimizations. This is explained by
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the following calculation. Assuming images have a size of 500 × 1000 pixels and the subsets have a size of 31 × 31 pixels, this gives a total of 970 × 470 = 455,900 possible sub-set
positions within one image. Consequently, for the brute force search algorithm, 455,900 correlation coefficients must be determined per reference sub-image. Contrary, both particle
swarm optimizations use a total number of 50 particles over a maximum of five iterations.
In the standard particle swarm optimization, the correlation coefficient of each particle for
each iteration step is determined, resulting in a maximal 250 evaluations of the correlation
coefficient. For the modified particle swarm optimization, the correlation coefficient of the
particle, as well as the four surrounding pixels, is determined, which results in a theoretical
total of a maximal 1250 evaluations of the correlation coefficient. Both algorithms use
look-up tables to reduce the computational burden if different particles move to the same
position. Additionally, the modified particle swarm optimization converges faster which,
on average, results in fewer iteration steps. Besides the determination of the correlation
coefficients for the different positions, all three methods determine the maximal found
correlation coefficients. However, this can be considered less computationally intense
compared to the determination of the correlation coefficient itself. By simply comparing
the number of calculated correlation coefficients of different methods, it becomes apparent
that the brute force search algorithm requires much more computational power than the
two particle swarm optimizations [40].
Unfortunately, the case is not that clear for the standard Particle Swarm Optimization
(PSO) and the modified version. The significant difference between those two methods is
that the standard version only takes the correlation coefficient at the particles own position
into account while the modified version additionally takes also the correlation coefficients
at the surrounding pixels into account. This leads to a faster convergence, because more
information is considered while updating the particle positions. This also increases the
total computational effort per iteration step. Because the particle swarm optimization
stops if a sufficiently high correlation coefficient of 0.995 is found, the number of used
generations is lower for the modified particle swarm optimization than for the standard
version. With regards to the results obtained during the tests carried out and presented
in Tables 3–5, it can be stated that the modified PSO version performs, in general, at least
equally as well as the standard version. Therefore, using a modified version of PSO instead
of the standard version may be beneficial as it converges faster [41]. Shi and Eberhart [42]
modified the standard PSO algorithm by introducing inertial weights ω, and achieved a
balance between global and local search. The reported results show a linear decrease in the
ω while solving the algorithm, which ultimately increased the convergence rate.
5.3. Sub-Pixel Search
A version of the inverse-compositional Gauss–Newton algorithm as published by
Baker et al. [35] is around 2%–3% more efficient than the version implemented by the
authors. There can be many reasons for such a discrepancy, and they are described in
detail in the specific implemented code. One major difference between the two versions
is the data flow to sub-functions. The version published by Baker et al. [35] uses fewer
sub-functions than the version implemented by the author. Otherwise, the amount of data
passed by the author’s implementation is lower per sub-function call than the amount of
data passed in the version proposed by Baker et al. [35].
The performance comparison between the Newton–Raphson method and the inversecompositional Gauss–Newton algorithm by Baker et al. [35] cannot be generalized and,
apparently, both algorithms perform similarly, as can be seen in Tables 3–5.
Among all the tests carried out within the framework of this study, sometimes, the
IC-GN algorithm by Baker et al. [35] is faster and sometimes there is no difference. This is
somewhat in conflict with theoretical predictions and most of the modern literature, which
indicates that the IC-GN algorithm is superior to the Newton–Raphson algorithm [28]. The
implementation of the IC-GN algorithm into the program was more complex compared to
the NR algorithm. The fact that MATLAB generally uses call by value functionality strongly
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increases the time required to shift data from different sub-functions. Every time a subfunction is called, a copy of the data, which has to be transferred between caller function
and called function, is created. This drastically increases the computation time. Because the
data flow is more complex for both IC-GN versions, than for the NR algorithm, MATLAB
requires more time to copy values and allocate memory. This reduces the advantages
of IC-GN over the NR algorithm. However, the IC-GN algorithm has the advantage of
reducing the computation time by an iteration step. If the number of iterations is small,
this advantage is negligible. The overall impact of this is difficult to measure theoretically.
Though there is no real evidence that one algorithm is more efficient than the other (except
for the IC-GN by the author), a slight connection to the datasets supports the premise that
the reason for the worse performance, than theoretically expected, is mainly connected to
the data flow and the small number of iterations.
5.4. Parallel Computation
Concerning the different types of computing, the tests performed show that the
parallel computation of images is much more efficient than the sequential and parallel
computation of sub-images; compare Tables 3–5. Parallel image computation solves the
same task as in serial computation. In both cases, the worker solves one image completely
on its own. In serial computation, a single worker analyses all image pairs, while in parallel
image computation, several workers are working on different image pairs at the same
time. Nonetheless, the data must be organized and distributed to the workers, which is
more complex in the case of parallel image computation, creating an additional workload
for this computational type. However, this load is small compared to the analysis itself.
Otherwise, parallel sub-image computation differs more from the serial computation. In
parallel sub-image computation, the different workers have to solve different sub-sets of
the same image pair. To do so, all workers need both the target as well as the reference
image. Consequently, this increases the data flow, because every worker needs every
image pair and slows down the computation. Assuming four number of workers, which
is the case for both hardware settings used in this study, this results in a four times larger
amount of data for sub-image parallel computation than for image parallel computation.
Therefore, the overall efficiency of sub-image parallel computation is lower than parallel
image computation. Nonetheless, all workers are working on the same image pair in
sub-image parallel computation. This means that the time between starting the analysis of
a particular pair of images and determining the final displacement result is shorter than
with image parallel computation.
5.5. GPU Accelerated Technique
Recent developments utilize Graphics Processing Units (GPUs)-based image correlation implementations [43]. By running computing DIC at different points of interest
simultaneously, processing can be significantly accelerated by orders of magnitude [31].
For parallel processing using the GPU in MATLAB, NVIDIA’s CUDA (Compute Unified
Device Architecture) GPU computing technology is utilized [33]. CUDA is a programming
technique developed by NVIDIA which shifts program parts to the GPU [44]. The CUDA
technology is included in MATLAB as simple to use as a toolkit. MATLAB introduced a
new data type called “gpuArray”. This data type is similar to a regular array, but additionally includes information that all tasks associated with this array must be performed on the
GPU. More than 100 MATLAB functions support this data type and, using CUDA technology, transfer the computational task to the GPU if they are executed with a gpuArray [32].
The bottleneck of this technology lies within the data transfer. For each computational
task, all the necessary data must be transferred from the CPU to the GPU before it can be
processed [45]. Afterwards, any results must be transferred back from the GPU to the CPU.
In GPU-based image processing systems, it is also possible to get user-specified feedback
from the applications on a real-time basis.
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According to Conrad et al. [37], the GPU-based DIC system is capable of measuring
total strain at the speed up to 850 Hz and the strain fields overcome parallel computing
limitations. This is enabled by combining a fast camera with path-independent and markerfree image correlation on the GPU, and it is highly limited with the capability of GPU
used and dependent on the size of the image. By implementing a DIC algorithm that
is capable of running in parallel computing methods, multi-core CPU and GPU allow
threads to run concurrently, resulting in the increase of computing speed depending on
the simultaneous cores supported by the device [40]. In the case of both CPU and GPU
resources being available, it is wise to use both. The heterogeneous parallel computing
on the CPU and GPU can result in further speed improvements over GPU alone. This
advantage in acceleration can be achieved by highlighting points of interest (POIs) on
both the CPU and GPU and processing them on these two platforms simultaneously [46].
However, this article focuses only on executing DIC algorithms using two different types
of CPU hardware. For further research, comparison between the parallel computing using
CPU with and without GPU acceleration can be considered.
6. Conclusions
The analysis of the different mathematical search algorithms shows that there are
significant differences in computation times between the tested methods and combinations,
despite similar accuracy. It is clear that the combination of implemented methods can
reduce the computational time of standard digital image correlation without compromising
accuracy. Additionally, the tests performed show that real-time analysis with high frame
rates, implemented using CPU processing, requires computational resources that are
available only in high-performance computing systems; or are possible only at the expense
of a significant reduction in accuracy. However, real-time analysis with a slow frame rate,
lower accuracy or a reduced number of evaluated data points is possible in MATLAB with
nominally average computing systems—analysis frequencies up to 3.5 Hz are possible
with a standard Intel i7 Quad-Core CPU.
The fastest computation can be achieved by a combination of a modified particle
swarm optimization, in which a downhill star search algorithm is integrated into the
particle swarm optimization search algorithm, as an integer pixel search algorithm. To
increase the accuracy to sub-pixel level, Newton–Raphson Search algorithm is best suited
when a relatively low accuracy of 0.1 pixels is required.
The computational time is least if image pairs are processed in parallel. Parallelization
of smaller tasks, as in sub-image parallel computation, leads to an increase in computation
time than in serial processing. The time it takes to process the additional data traffic is
longer than the reduction in time by parallelizing the tasks. However, the conducted tests
show that the type of parallelization has a direct relation with the computation time, as far
as this study is concerned computation time is reduced to up to 55%, even on a computer
with a standard quad-core processor. Finally, the tests show that theoretically superior
methods can perform worse than other methods due to some practical implementation disadvantages of these methods. Our results also highlight the necessity to explore alternative
computing approaches such as GPU-based parallel computing to reduce the evaluation
time further.
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